patients with chronic lumbosacral disc disease as described in our study. We think there are important differences in pathophysiology. So far the testing of neuropathic conditions with heat pain stimulation has rarely resulted in strong evidence for hyperalgic or hyperpathic changes. In a very recent publication, however, Wall gave a great number of examples of hyperalgesic changes produced by different kinds of neuropathies and he also pointed to the fact that a non-selective blockade of peripheral afferent impulses may lead to a "partial disinhibition" and, in consequence, to hyperalgesia. This is what seemed to have happened in our patients with chronic lumbosacral disc disease. That such an event might produce effects at the contralateral side appears not too speculative when the results of contralateral TENS-effects cited in our paper are considered. Taken together, we still believe that the conclusions drawn from the pilot study described are justified.

Finally, we want to answer the questions raised by Bowsher. Two patients were affected at the L5 root affection and 7 at the S1 root. We measured the thresholds at the medial (L5) and lateral (S1) side of the dorsum pedis, where the peripheral dermatomes are to be found, and verified the location of the dermatomes in the preceding neurological examination. As Bowsher expected, the dermatomes do normally not differ in warmth and pain sensitivity.

S. LAUTENBACHER
Max Planck Institute für Psychiatrie,
Kraepelinstrasse 10, D-8000 Munich, Germany


NOTICES


The first Tropical Neurology symposium to take place in the United Kingdom will be held at Manson House, 26 Portland Place, London. It will be co-sponsored by the Tropical Neurology Research Group of the World Federation of Neurology jointly with the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. It will be chaired by Lord Walton, Professor D Warrell, Professor N Wadia and Dr CM Poer.

Further details from: The Administrator, Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Manson House, 26 Portland Place, London W1N 4EY. Telephone: 071-580 2127; Fax: 071-436 1389.

First Congress of the International Stereotactic Radiosurgery Society, Stockholm, Sweden

This congress will be held from 16-19 June 1993. Further information from The Congress Secretariat ISRS 1993, Stockholm Convention Bureau, PO Box 6911, S-102 38 Stockholm, Sweden.

Ciba-Geigy · ILAE · IBE · Epileptology Prize

Ciba-Geigy has agreed with the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) and the International Bureau for Epilepsy (IBE) to establish a new prize of SFr. 20,000. to be awarded in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field of epilepsy. The prize is designed to encourage applied human research in epilepsy. By cooperating with both ILAE and IBE, Ciba-Geigy emphasises that application for the prize is open to candidates from all fields of applied research.

Anyone outside the pharmaceutical industry who considers that he or she has made a significant scientific contribution in the field of epilepsy may compete for the prize. Deadline for submission is 15 January 1993.

Entries for the prize will be judged by an Adjudicatory Panel consisting of the Presidents and one further delegate each of ILAE and IBE, and an independent chairman.

The prize will be awarded at the opening ceremony of the International Epilepsy Congresses (for the first time in Oslo on 3 July 1993, and subsequently in Sydney in 1995).

For further details and a set of the rules and application forms, those interested should write to Mrs. G. Haldemann, Ciba-Geigy Limited, CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland.

Correction

In the article by M Manford and SD Shorvon, Prolonged sensory or visceral symptoms: an under-diagnosed form of non-convulsive focal (simple partial) status epilepticus (August 1992 issue of the journal), the figure was incorrect. The figure should have been as follows:

Figure Case 1: Standard 10–20 scalp EEG during a prolonged epigastric sensation, showing rhythmical slow activity, predominantly in the right frontocentral leads.

---

BOOK REVIEWS

All titles reviewed here are available from the BMJ Bookshop, PO Box 295, London WC1H 9TE. Prices include postage in the United Kingdom and for members of the British Forces Overseas, but overseas customers should add £2 per item for postage and packing. Payment can be made by cheque in sterling drawn on a United Kingdom bank, or by credit card (Mastercard, Visa or American Express) stating card number, expiry date, and your full name.


The title is exactly right - this is an exploration. PET is a highly specialised subject, with few experts. Here you can meet most of them, and their confidence is heartening. Good editing means that the prolonged discussions are very readable, almost audible. Even the individual tones of voice of known colleagues have been caught.

Seven of the fourteen chapters are about methods, which still excite controversy, and the others describe results. A study of stroke recovery compares blood flow changes accompanying movement of the unaffected and the recovered stroke hand. Contralateral cerebral and ipsilateral cerebellar activation accompany the former, but during the latter blood flow increases bilaterally and in novel areas of cortex, especially area 40. In a chapter on the relevance of the frontal lobe to psychosis attention is focused on area 46 in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which is activated during creative psychomotor tasks. Defective function here may underlie the stereotyped behaviour often seen in schizophrenia. Other chapters deal with the somatosensory system, visual attention, memory, cognition and language activation. All of these are very readable, as are the discussions of the methods chapters, which are otherwise hard going. The sketch maps for this exploration are being steadily filled in.

N J LEGG


There is a distinct subclass of medical publications which lies somewhere between a journal and a monograph. These publications are variously organized. Sometimes they have a single subject and constitute a valuable reference; sometimes they present more of the quality of a magazine with brief reference to enormous numbers of topics, for example, the Year Books.

Clinical Neurosurgery belongs to this group. This volume is subtitled "Proceedings of the Congress Neurological Surgeons; of Los Angeles, California, 1990." It is certainly much more than the average proceedings of a Congress. Many of the articles in here are State of the Art descriptions, so for instance the status of MRI. Many of the review articles are excellent but others are too short to provide useful overall value. The section on spinal infections, for instance, is too brief to even remotely approach the comprehensive. Another criticism of books of this kind is that often they are not certain what audience they are addressing. The introduction to radiosurgery for instance is suitable for medical students whereas the sections on radiosurgical techniques are undoubtedly. Nevertheless they have little value to anyone already practising it, since such surgeons have already made their decisions about the apparatus and so on, such that technical details of other peoples machine have little value. Their linear or proton beam energies and radiation sources are already in place and the purpose of their publications often seems to be to advertise their own systems.

The habit of lionising particular neurosurgeons looks strange when first picking up a book such as this. There seems little value in listing Professor C B Wilson's 480 publications and although three chapters are of excellent quality it makes the book seem a little unbalanced. On looking at all of the issues of Clinical Neurosurgery on the library shelves, however, the value of this long-standing publication seems much greater. It does indeed offer a splendid overview of the development of neurosurgery over the last 40 years since this series started off with Olivercrona as the honoured guest. The greatest value of this volume will be to grace library shelves and form part of such a collection whereas others of this type such as for example "Advances and Standards in Neurosurgery", or the specialised volumes of "Neurosurgical Clinics of North America" which are organized by subject will have a greater value as purchases for the individual neurosurgeon advancing a particular interest.

BERNARD WILLIAMS


The Amygdala is a structure receiving increasing neuroscience and clinical attention since it appears to stand at the interface between memory and affect. This large reference volume brings together a series of scholarly papers devoted to the anatomy, neurophysiology, neurochemistry and experimental psychological studies in animals. In the interesting clinical papers contributions are made to the role of the amygdala in Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia and epilepsy. The volume is likely to appeal to a range of basic scientists in the field since it represents an up to date inter-disciplinary group of studies contained within a single text.

D NEARY


"The end of life in medical practice" by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, describes the findings of a survey amongst physicians about a sample of cases of death. The aim was to measure medical decisions and actions (including withholding and withdrawal of treatment) around the end of life of the patient. This can include cases of euthanasia. Great care has been taken to keep the interview, analysis and presentation as neutral and valuefree as possible. In this way this publication could best serve to give some factual input to all parties in a discussion which is often centered around principles. The publication is a translation from the Dutch original. As the issues around euthanasia are the subject of discussion in many parts of the world and quantitative data are very scarce, the findings could serve the interests of physicians in many countries.


I have always been somewhat sceptical about the intrinsic value of books of disease lists, be they general or specific. The main reason for this is that such lists seldom emphasise the relative importance and significance of particular causes of symptoms or syndromes, and tend to be more concerned with detail than clinical utility. In clinical practice it is probably more important to be very familiar with 6 common causes of dementia than vaguely aware of 20 asserted causes, although rare treatable causes must be known. I found it difficult not to be impressed with the Handbook of Neurological Lists compiled by Drs L Brass and P K Stys, both neurologists at Yale. Their approach is logical and is to base their standard classification under 11 different headings such as vascular, structural, metabolic, infectious etc. This provides a "standard template of differential diagnosis". The book is remarkably comprehensive, covering normal neuroanatomy and neurophysiology as well as neurological disease, and I could detect no major omissions. Neurological topics are considered very broadly and are closely related to general medical conditions of relevance.

There are 3 interrelated ways in which this book should prove useful to both students and clinicians. First, it will function as a general neurological aide-memoire, especially useful to the examination student. Second, because of its comprehensive nature, it should help to widen the neurological differential diagnostic ability of all those who study it. Third, because of the classification system and detail, it should help the clinician to organise his or her thoughts regarding neurological diagnosis thereby assisting in problem-solving in the real clinical situation. Overall, the authors have performed a good job, and this book should prove to be a useful addition to the working libraries of students, general physicians and neurologists.

PETER GE KENNEDY


"The end of life in medical practice" by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, describes the findings of a survey amongst physicians about a sample of cases of death. The aim was to measure medical decisions and actions (including withholding and with
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Fluoxetine and phenytoin, toxic reaction following combined administration: correspondence, 412

Fluvoxamine, extrapyramidal symptoms after treatment: correspondence, 330

Focal medically resistant epilepsy, multiple subpial transection in treatment, 520 abs

Focal seizures, and non-kerotic hyperglycaemia, 195

Focal transcranial magnetic stimulation and response bias in forced-choice task, 964

Folate homocysteine, monoamine and biotin metabolism, in depression, 419 abs

Foramen ovale telemetry, place of foramen ovale, 1027

Foramen ovale telemetery, treatment for congenital atrial septal defect: correspondence, 421 abs

Frontal lobe cerebellum aneurysm rupture presenting as psychosis: lesson of the month, 1207

Functional imaging, recent advances, relevant to psychiatry: editorial, 427

G
Gamma aminobutyric acid, and dopamine systems, interactions, 758
Gamma vinyl GABA, in treatment of levodopa-induced dyskinesias in Parkinson's disease: correspondence, 413

Gerstmann-Strassler syndrome, diagnostic and pre-symptomatic testing, 242 abs

Gerstmann-Strassler-Scheinker disease, Alsatian family, clinical and genetic studies, 185

Giant cell arteritis, and intracranial ophthalmoplegia: matters arising, 84

Glasses, protective, should neurosurgeon wear, 80 abs

Glialoma brain stem and pathological laughter: correspondence, 628

Glucose metabolism, cerebral, and cognitive abnormalities, in neuro-psychiatric systemic lupus erythematosus, 1054

Glomus tumour, causing shoulder pain: correspondence, 1054

Gluten sensitivity anti-GM1 antibodies, 8

Conduction impairment in experimental allergic neuritis, 909 familial, HLA antigens: correspondence, 508

and impaired joint mobility, primary or secondary phenomena, 1014

incremental response to repetitive stimulation: correspondence, 233

Intravenous methylprednisolone, double-masked trial, 1214 abs

Plasma exchange treatment, 1214 abs

Pseudoaxonal, severe demyelination mimicking axonopathy, case with pupillary involvement: short report, 1079

pure sensory: correspondence, 411

H
Haematomata
acute intracerebral, life-threatening, due to vascular lesions, management, 518 abs
chronic subdural
management, analysis of British neurosurgical practice, 519 abs
uncoupling between CBF and oxygen metabolism: short report, 401
intracerebral, prognostic factors, 653
Haemorrhage
basal ganglia, traumatic, with slight clinical signs and complete
recovery: correspondence, 72
intracerebral
primary, anticoagulant treatment as risk factor, 1121
spontaneous: matters arising, 84
intracranial, familial, due to factor V deficiency: short report, 227
Halifax interlaminar clamp system, UK experience, 81 abs
Halley, Edmond (1656-1742): neurological stamp, 1115
Hallucinations, auditory, musical, transient, of central origin, review and
clinical study, 1069
Hand-held myometry:
Head
Harvey, William (1578-1657): neurological stamp, 111
Harvey Cushing's Brigham Hospital, 1991; 514 abs
Head injured memory impaired people several years after insult,
recovery and compensatory strategies, 177
Head injury
cerebral blood flow, arteriovenous oxygen difference, and outcome, 594
closed
severe, cerebral correlates of disturbed executive function and
memory in survivors, SPECT study, 362
SPECT, CT and MRI compared, 92
documentation improvement, 519 abs
intracranial blood flow velocity after, 787
mild
symptoms following, expectation as aetiology, 200
visual and acoustic hyperaesthesia and behavioural dysfunction: short report, 222
severe, British neurological units, initial severity, management and
outcome, 78 abs
Head position, influence upon head tremor: correspondence, 1209
Headache, delayed posterosional, intracranial hypotension, and racket
sports: correspondence, 975
Helmet, beneficial to motorcyclists, 519 abs
Hemiaplasyotomy, right, and pure alexia, in posterior dementia: short report, 500
Hemiataxia, and crossed cerebellar diaschisis, PET study, 121
Hemiataxia-hypetaxis, thalamic stroke syndrome, 581
Hemiballism, due to Sydenham's chorea, MRI: correspondence, 238
Hemidysstaxia, paroxysmal, induced by prolonged exercise and cold: correspondence, 236
Hemimegalencephaly and normal intellectual development: short report, 720
Hemispherectomy, recent experience, 514 abs
Hepatoma, presenting as craniospinal metastasis, analysis of sixteen
cases, 1037
Hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy, type I and II, F response and
somatosensory and brainstem auditory evoked potential studies, 1027
Hereditary motor sensory neuropathy type I in childhood, detection, 995
Hindbrain hernia, presentation, management and outcome, 514 abs
Hippocampal commissurotomy, at time of corpus callosum section for
intractable epilepsy, 514 abs
Hippocampal cooling, intraoperative testing of memory function
during, 520 abs
Hippocampal volumetric studies and surgical treatment of temporal
lobe epilepsy, 521 abs
Histiocytosis of the central nervous system: short report, 619
Hitchcock, stereotactic frame, experience in regional neurosurgical
unit, 80 abs
HIV infection
neurological disorders, and TNF-alpha: short report, 219
pathological findings correlated with MRI, 418 abs
HIV seropositive men without symptoms, neurological and neuro-
psychological performance, 143
HLA
antigens
in familial Guillain-Barré syndrome: correspondence, 508
intracranial aneurysms possibly associated, 77 abs
profile, and HTLV-I associated myelopathy, Natal, South Africa: correspondence, 329
HLA DR2 negative subject, with narcolepsy associated with primary
temporal lobe B-cells lymphoma: short report, 852
Homolateral ataxia and cranial paresis, syndrome of anterior cerebral
artery territory infarction, 1146
Hormone therapy, for meningiomas, an alternative to surgery, 515 abs
Horner's syndrome
acquired, and hypochromia iridis: correspondence, 413
autosomal dominant congenital, Dutch family, 28
Hospital arrival time, after onset of stroke: short report, 973
HTLV-I associated myelopathy, HLA profile, Natal, South Africa: correspondence, 329
HTLV-I-associated myelopathy, (tropical spastic paraparesis, attribut-
able to blood transfusion: correspondence, 738
HTLV-I infection
multiple sclerosis and tropical spastic paraparesis: matters arising, 525
and neurological disease, Rio de Janeiro: short report, 153
Human T lymphotropic virus type I. see HTLV-I
Huntington's disease (chorea), 1083
in Chinese, hypothesis of its origin, 681
reduced regional cerebral blood flow, studies by SPECT, 1018
Hydrocephalus
early notions, 1091
idiopathic normal pressure, guidelines for outpatient investigation, 517
Hypperaesthesia, visual and acoustic, after mild head injury, and
behavioural dysfunction: short report, 222
Hyperglycaemia
diabetes, stroke topography and outcome, 263
non-ketotic, and focal seizures, 195
Hypergraphia, associated with brain tumour of right cerebral hemi-
sphere, 25: matters arising, 861
Hyperthyroidism, and Parkinson's disease: correspondence, 1210
Hypertrophic demyelinating neuropathy, and multiple sclerosis: correspondence, 857
Hypertrophy, isolated muscle, as sign of radicular or peripheral nerve
injury: matters arising, 1220
Hypochromia iridis, in acquired Horner's syndrome: correspondence, 413
Hypokinesia, directional, in spatial hemineglect, 562
Hypopituitarism, and recurrent encephalopathy, 420 abs
Hypotension
effects on infant size, cerebral oedema and cerebral blood flow, after
experimental middle cerebral artery occlusion, 516 abs
intracranial, delayed posterosional headache, and racket sports: corres-
pondence, 975
Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis suppression, treated with
prednisolone in multiple sclerosis, 1219 abs
Hysteria following brain injury, 1046
1 Imaging, functional, recent advances, relevance to psychiatry: editorial, 427
Immunochromochromic assays, in suspected multiple sclerosis, combined
clinical and laboratory audit, 420 abs
Immunoglobulin
high-dose intravenous, in polymyositis resistant to treatment: short report, 60
high dose intravenous therapy, and aseptic meningitis: matters arising, 980
intravenous, and improvement in chronic inflammatory polyneuropathy
associated with neuropathy and anti-factor VIII antibody: correspondence, 975
pooled intravenous, as alternative to immunosuppression: matters arising, 84
Immunoglobulin A producing primary intracerebral lymphoma: short report, 623
Immunoglobulin G, in aqueous humour in MS, iso-electric focusing,
420 abs
Immunoglobulin M monoclonal gammopathy, associated with fre-
quency of central lesions in polyneuropathy, 112
Immunosuppression, pooled intravenous immunoglobulin as alter-
native: matters arising, 84
Impotence, erectile, organic, neurological risk profile, 275
Infection, shunts, see Shunts
Inflammatory demyelination, blood-brain barrier breakdown, towards
mechanism, 417 abs
Inherited prion disease, PET demonstrates cerebellar hypometabolism,
422 abs
Insulinoma, complicating tuberculous sclerosis: correspondence, 1209
Intelectual development, normal, and hemimegalencephaly: short report, 720
Internal carotid artery dissections, non-invasive diagnosis, 98: matters arising, 1220
Internaiised capillaries, neuromyopathy and myalgia, 921
Intracerebral ophthalmoalgia, in giant cell arteritis: matters arising, 84
Intracerebral ophthalmoalgia of abduction, abduction paresis of
preunar origin, electrophysiology, 105
Intracerebral abscess, following an aneurysm clipping: correspondence, 237
Intracerebral haematomata, prognostic factors, 653
Intracerebral haemorrhage
cerebral oedema development, effect of immunosuppression, rat, 781
Subject Index
primary, Jyväskyla region, Central Finland, 1985-89, 546 spontaneous: matters arising, 84

Intracerebral tumours
primary, presenting with epilepsy, prognosis: matters arising, 978
prognostic index for management, 240 abs

Intracranial blood flow velocity after head injury, 787

Intracranial haemorrhage, familial, due to factor V deficiency: short report, 227

Intracranial meningioma, in an elderly population, surgical outcome, 481

Intracranial pressure therapy, after severe brain injury, value of monitoring transcranial Doppler and jugular bulb venous oxygen saturation during, 519 abs

Intracranial tumours, boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), current status, 513 abs

Intramedullary spinal cord abscess: short report, 225
Iron, and akathisia: matters arising, 441

Iron, and oxygen: matters arising, 630

Iron, and Parkinson’s disease, 519
Isolated

Isometric force, generation and release, in Parkinson’s disease, 506

Joint mobility, impaired, in Guillain-Barré syndrome, primary or secondary phenomenon, 1014
Joint position sensation, effect of immobilisation, 1219 abs

Jugular bulb venous oxygen saturation, and transcranial Doppler, value of monitoring during intracranial pressure therapy after severe brain injury, 519 abs

Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy, delayed diagnosis, 241 abs: short report, 497

K
Jargonaphasia, reading aloud, unusual dissociation in speech output, 205
Joint mobility, impaired, in Guillain-Barré syndrome, primary or secondary phenomenon, 1014

Joint position sensation, effect of immobilisation, 1219 abs

Jugular bulb venous oxygen saturation, and transcranial Doppler, value of monitoring during intracranial pressure therapy after severe brain injury, 519 abs

Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy, delayed diagnosis, 241 abs: short report, 497

L
Lacunar cerebral infarction, and sensorimotor syndrome: correspondence, 1097
Lacunar thalamic stroke with pure cerebellar and proprioceptive deficits: short report, 854
Lacunar versus non-lacunar infarcts, pathogenetic and prognostic differences, 441
Lafora’s disease, axilla skin biopsy in diagnosis of early case: short report, 1084
Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome without anti-calcium channel antibody, adverse effect of calcium antagonist diltiazem: short report, 409
Lamotrigine
“named patient” experience, Cardiff, 422 abs in treatment resistant epilepsy, 416 abs
Laser, 1-mu-S pulsed dye, in treatment of experimental cerebral vasospasm, 517 abs

Lateral geniculate body, vascular lesions, visual field defects, 12
Laughter, pathological, and brain stem glioma: correspondence, 628
Left visuo-spatial neglect, and allocanchia (left on the right): short report, 717
Leftward search in left unilateral spatial neglect, 40

Levodopa
and apomorphine, beginning-of-dose deterioration following, Parkinson’s disease, 1024

-induced dyskinesias in Parkinson’s disease, gamma vinyl GABA in treatment: correspondence, 413
induced ON-OFF motor fluctuations in Parkinson’s disease, related to rhyththmical masticatory jaw movements, 304

Lewy bodies, and clinical diagnosis in Parkinson’s disease, 181

Lidocaine ( lignocaine), in managing status epilepticus, 49
Lightning injury, causing acute polynuropathy: short report, 388
Lipid-coated microbubbles, as contrast agent, brain tumours, 515 abs
Lobectomy, anterior temporal, psychosocial outcome, 491

Lower urinary tract dysfunction, in multiple sclerosis, treatment, 58, 905

Lumbar microdiscectomy, long term review of first 100 cases, 82 abs
Lumbosacral disc disease, disturbances of C-fibre-mediated sensitivity: matters arising, 1222
Lumbosacral meningoradiculitis, and Chlamydia pneumoniae infection: correspondence, 511
Lumbosacral motor root lesion, study with magnetic stimulation, 419 abs
Lupus-related myelopathy, report of three cases and review of literature, 830

Lymphoma, primary intracerebral, IgA producing: short report, 623

M
McArdle’s disease with late-onset symptoms, case report and review of literature, 407
Macrocytosis, and multiple sclerosis, lack of association between: correspondence, 1096

Madelung’s syndrome, neuropathy in, two cases with unusual features, 1217 abs
Magnetic resonance imaging
activity, and disability in multiple sclerosis, 1213 abs of anterior spinal artery syndrome: short report, 838 brain, new standard axis, 244 abs
familial multiple sclerosis, findings in clinically affected and unaffected siblings, 583
features of Krabbe’s disease in adolescence: correspondence, 331
lesions in younger healthy adults: matters arising, 246 in monitoring treatment of multiple sclerosis, concerted action guidelines: matters arising, 978 and pathological changes in HIV infection, 418 abs serial, and neurobehavioural findings after mild to moderate closed head injury, 255 SPECT and CT compared, after closed head injury, 92 spinal cord, in multiple sclerosis, using multi-array coils and fast spin echo, 1213 abs in thoracic outlet syndromes, 419 abs volumetric, may help distinguish temporal and extratemporal epilepsies, 416 abs

Magnetic stereotaxic system, development, 80 abs

Magnetic stimulation, focal transcranial, and response bias, in forced-choice task, 964

Mast syndrome, probable cases in non-Amish family: correspondence, 1210

Masticatory jaw movements, in Parkinson’s disease, 304

May and White syndrome, familial, with abnormal muscle and skin mitochondria, 128

MDL 72.974 A in Parkinson’s disease: correspondence, 1096
Medial temporal lobe atrophy
and “probable” Alzheimer’s disease, MRI, 967 and reduced blood flow in petrotemporal cortex, in Alzheimer’s disease, 190

Medullary infarction, medial, obstructive sleep apnoea after, 1217 abs
Medullary lesions, unilateral, can depress CO, sensitivity and minimally affect respiration in humans, 1217 abs
Melanomatous meningitis, malignant, TNF-alpha correspondence, 74
Memory function, intraoperative testing during hippocampal cooling, 520 abs
Memory loss, material-specific, in probable Alzheimer’s disease, 1177
Meningeal sarcoidosis, pseudo-meningioma, and pachymeningitis of the convexity, 300

Meningioma
extradural, cranial MRI showing lesions of MS: short report, 216 hormone therapy an alternative to surgery, 515 abs intracranial, in an elderly population, surgical outcome, 481 mifepristone (RU 486) treatment, 486 unsuspected, presenting as subdural haematoma: correspondence, 167
Meningitis, aseptic, associated with high dose intravenous immunoglobulin therapy: matters arising, 980

Methanol intoxication, and putaminal necrosis: correspondence, 234
Methylprednisolone, intravenous, in Guillain-Barré syndrome, double-masked trial, 1214 abs
Metoclopramide, serum prolactin response during status epilepticus, 685

Microdiscectomy
lumbar, long term review of first 100 cases, 82 abs without interbody fusion, in cervical myelopathy due to nuclear herniations, young adults, 604

Microglia-oligodendocyte interactions in vitro, role for complement and tumour necrosis factor, 417 abs

Microsurgical excision of pontomedullary cavernous haemangiomas, 79 abs
Midazolam, intramuscular, for acute seizures or behavioural episodes in brain injuries: correspondence, 328
Middle cerebral artery occlusion, experimental, effects of hypotension on infarct size, cerebral
oedema and cerebral blood flow following, 516 ab
pulsatility, in children with blocked cerebrospinal fluid shunts: short report, 325
reactivity, in controls and following ischaemia, rat, 516 ab
Mifepristone (RU 486), in meningoce, 486
Migraine aura
cocaine abuse simulating: correspondence, 628
without headache, transient ischaemic attack (or not), 437
encephalopathy, mitochondrial
Monoamine receptors, NMDA and environment in risk, prevalence and risk
UK study, in
improve: 454
malignant
Meningitis, association with new onset: correspondence, 242 ab
mononeuropathy, compressive by transcranial magnetic stimulation, in multiple sclerosis: correspondence, 738
MNI in monitoring treatment, concerted action guidelines: matters arising, 978
natural history, regional study with some longitudinal data, 341
new rating scale, CAMBS, 242 ab
ocular manifestations
abnormalities of afferent visual system: review, 747
abnormalities of eye movements: review, 863
olfactory evoked response, and disordered olfaction, 243 ab
and physical trauma, prospective study: matters arising, 524
proprioceptive myoclonus: short report, 1086
rehabilitation, preliminary study, 1218 ab
sleep problems, 1219 ab
spinal cord MRI using multi-array coils and fast spin echo, 1213 ab
and suicide, epidemiological investigation, 542
suspected, immunochemical assays, combined clinical and laboratory audit, 420 ab
t and T-cell receptor beta locus, 1213 ab
thought disorder, 417 ab
tropical spastic paraparesis and HTLV-I infection: matters arising, 525
in twins, British Isles survey, 1213 ab
and vitamin B12 metabolism: editorial, 339, 1216 ab
Multiple subpial transection, in treatment of focal medically resistant epilepsy, 520 ab
Multiple system atrophy and carcinomatosis, in cerebellar syndrome in myxoedema: short report, 616
dopaminergic response, 1009
neurological and genitourinary dysfunction, 1214 ab
Mumps, unilateral vestibular paralysis as sole manifestation: correspondence, 858
Munckhauen, neurological, revisited: correspondence, 737
Muscle, primary disorders, respiratory involvement and its management, 1213 ab
Musical hallucinosis, transient, of central origin, review and clinical study, 1069
Myalgia and neuromyopathy, internalised capillaries, 921
Myelomeningocele diffuse sclerosis, Schilder's, and Devic's neuromyelitis optica: short report, 1194
Myelinolysis, central pontine, in patient with AIDS: correspondence, 631
Myelography, adverse reactions, prevention with corticosteroids, 420 ab
Myeloneuropathy, reversible, resulting from podophyllin intoxication: correspondence, 235
Myelopathy, HTLV-I associated, HLA profile, Natal, South Africa: correspondence, 329
Myocardial infarction, streptokinase treatment causing intrinsic spinal cord haemorrhage: correspondence, 740
Myoclonic epilepsy, juvenile, delayed diagnosis, 241 ab
Myoclonus, ataxia and deafness, see May and White syndrome
“isolated” post-infectious: short report, 1089
proprioceptive, in multiple sclerosis: short report, 1086
Myoclonus epilepsy with ragged-red fibres, abnormal RNA processing, 1214 ab
Myopathy, dominant distal, with abnormal neuromuscular transmissions, 244 ab
Myotonic dystrophy, early accounts, 920
Myxoedema, and cerebellar syndrome, published case with carcinomatosis and multiple system atrophy at necropsy: short report, 616
N
N-methyl-4-phenyl-1, 2, 3, 6-tetrahydropyridine, see MTPP
N-methyl-D-aspartate antagonist, in Parkinson's disease, pilot study: correspondence, 630
N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, in normal human motor system and motor neuron disease, autoradiographic study, 240 ab
Narcolepsy associated with primary temporal lobe B-cells lymphoma in a HLA DR2 negative subject: short report, 852
neuropsychological, professional, alleged, involving neurological and neuropsychological patients, review of 115 cases, 515, ab
Neocorticonymy, unilateral temporal, in intractable temporal lobe epilepsy, long term outcome and neuropsychological sequelae, 520 ab
Neurobehavioural findings after mild to moderate closed head injury, serial MRI, 255
Neurocysticercotic versus idiopathic epilepsy: matters arising, 1220
Neuroenteric cyst of the optic nerve, case report with immunohistochemical study: short report, 1197
Neurofibromatosis 1, presenting with a mononeuropathy multiplex: short report, 391
Neurogenic dysphagia, use of electrical impedance tomography to
Pachymeningitis

Neurological audit, Vitoria, Spain: correspondence, 507
Neurological diagnosis, rapid, using "smart handles", 421 abs
Neurological disability, challenge, and medical education, 54, suppl.
Neurology and clinical audit, 19 suppl.
in the market place, effects of Working for Patients, 15 suppl.
and rehabilitation, United Kingdom, view, 51 suppl.
or rehabilitation medicine? 47 suppl.
research, 26 suppl.
supplement foreword, 1 suppl.
United Kingdom historical development, 2 suppl.
study of current neurological services for adults, 8 suppl.
Neuroma, intradural, cranial MRI showing lesions of MS: short report, 216
Neuromyelitis optica, Devic's, and Schilder's myelinoclastic diffuse sclerosis: short report, 1194
Neuromyopathy and myalgia, internalised capillaries, 921
Neuromyotonia, acquired, autoantibody mediated mechanism, 1214 abs
Neuropathy
hereditary motor sensory, type I, in childhood, detection, 895
ulnar sensory, and mouse-directed computers: correspondence, 232
Neuropsychiatry, definition: editorial, 983
Neurorehabilitation unit, role, one year's experience, 1218 abs
Neurosis, whole blood serotonin content, diurnal variations: correspondence, 336
Neurosurgical manpower and activity survey, 1988-1990, 151, abs
Nicot, Jean, 1530-1600: neurological stamp, 430
Notices, 88, 170, 246, 338, 634, 746, 1102, 1223
O
Obstructive sleep apnoea, neurogenic effects on palatomaxillary muscle, biopsy study, 916
Occipital lobe seizures, clinical and electrographic features, 1218 abs
Occipital neuralgia, another benign cause of "thunderclap headache": correspondence, 411
Occupational mortality, motor neuron disease, changes, 420 abs
Occupational therapist, value in neurology clinic, 240 abs
Octreotide, new treatment for diarrhoea in familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy: correspondence, 860
Ocular manifestations of multiple sclerosis
abnormalities of afferent visual system: reviews, 747
abnormalities of eye movements: reviews, 863
Oculo-bulbar palsy, congenital: short report, 404
Oedema
associated with interruption of preganglionic sympathetic tract: correspondence, 232
cerebral, in intracerebral haemorrhage, effect of immunosuppression, rat, 781
Olfactory disorder, primary, Parkinson's disease? 421 abs
Olfactory dysfunction
bilateral, in early stage treated and untreated idiopathic Parkinson's disease, 138
in Parkinson's disease, 1216 abs
Olfactory evoked response, and disordered olfaction in multiple sclerosis, 243 abs
Ondine's curse, and CO2 sensitivity, 1217 abs
Ophthalmoplegia, internuclear, in giant cell arteritis: masters arising, 84
Optic atrophy, dystonia, and bilateral striatal necrosis, two siblings, 16
Optic nerve, neurooenteric cyst, case report with immunohistochemical study: short report, 1197
Orofacial dyspraxia, and progressive loss of speech output, in cortical basal ganglionic degeneration: masters arising, 1101
Outpatient clinics, hospital, neurology audit, South Catalonia: masters arising, 522
P
Pachymeningitis of the convexity, meningeal sarcoidosis, and pseudo-meningioma, 300
Pain relief, by vibration and movement, mechanisms, 282
Palatopharyngeal muscle in obstructive sleep apnoea, neurogenic effects, muscle biopsy study, 916
Palsy, see Bell's palsy: Familial recurrent cranial nerve palsy
Paralysis
dissociated unilateral convergence, in thalamotectal haemorrhage: short report, 731
Todd's post-epileptic, clinical features: short report, 63 unilateral vestibular, as sole manifestation of mumps: correspondence, 858
Paramedian thalamic infarction, bilateral, distinct but poorly recognised stroke syndrome, 242 abs
Paraparesis, tropical spastic, multiple sclerosis and HTLV-I infection: masters arising, 525
Paraplegia
acute, as extreme presentation of adult tethered cord syndrome in post-myelomeningocele patient, 81 abs
due to ruptured aneurysm of the distal posterior inferior cerebellar artery: lesson of the month, 836
Parenteral nutrition, prolonged, haemorrhagic thiamine deficient encephalopathy following, 826
Parkinsonian features, improvement correlate with high plasma levodopa values after broad bean (Vicia faba) consumption: short report, 725
Parkinsonian patients, non-demented, and neuropathological features of Alzheimer's disease: masters arising, 525
Parkinsonism
MPTP-induced, catecholamine reuptake sites as clues to pathophysiology: correspondence, 167
secondary, and progressive anarthria, 577
Parkinson's disease
accuracy of clinical diagnosis, 181
associated with dementia, SPECT findings, 960
and bradyphrenia, 241 abs
clinical and subclinical, rate of progression, 1215 abs
cognitive components of reaction time, 658
correspondential dynamics, 422 abs
and dementia
(99mTc)-HM-PAO SPECT: masters arising, 981
controlled, longitudinal study, 418 abs, 566
depression, cognitive decline, and physical impairments, 377
effect of practice on performance of skilled motor task, 454
effect of withdrawal of dopaminergic medication on simple and choice reaction time and use of advance information, 1168
generation and release of isofluric component, component analysis, 572
idiopathic, early stage, treated and untreated, bilateral olfactory dysfunction, 138
IMA-O-MDL 72.974 A: correspondence, 1096
impairment in bilateral alternating movements: short report, 503
levodopa and apomorphine, beginning-of-dose motor deterioration following, 1024
and levodopa-induced dyskinesias, gamma viny GABA in treatment: correspondence, 413
levodopa induced ON-OFF motor fluctuations related to rhythmic masticatory jaw movements, 304
levodopa treatment, and ultrasensitive TSH assay: correspondence, 1210
mortality, England and Wales 1921-89, 422 abs
NMDS antagonist, pilot study: correspondence, 630
olfactory dysfunction, 1216 abs:
paradoxical akinetonic response to apomorphine: correspondence, 414
preserved motor learning, 419 abs
primary olfactory disorder? 421 abs
programming speech movements, 241 abs
rectal apomorphine, new treatment modality: correspondence, 737
role of voluntary sector, 45 suppl.
spectrum of disabilities, 32 suppl.
timing of mentally represented actions, 1218 abs in twins, studied with 18F-dopa and PET, 419 abs and visually induced illusion tilt, 241, abs
Paroxysmal ataxia, familial, report of a family, 212, 242 abs
Paroxysmal kinesigenic choreoathetosis: masters arising, 982
Paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria, and cerebral venous thrombosis: correspondence, 412
Pavlova nocturnus from a brainstem glioma: correspondence, 860
Perceptual-sensory and exploratory-motor neglect, dissociated, 701
Periodic paralysis, familial hypokalaemia, Finland: short report, 322
Peripheral effector neuron failure, differentiation from acute brain stem dysfunction, critically ill patient: short report, 68
Peripheral neuropathy, in essential mixed cryoglobulinaemia, 116
Peripheral or radical nerve injury, isolated muscle hypertrophy as sign: masters arising, 1220
Peripheral vestibular disorders, psychiatric morbidity, clinical and neuro-otological study, 383
Peripheral nerve, accessory deep, pitfall for the electromyographer: short report, 214
Phantom limb experience, psychophysical correlates, 811
Phenyketonuria, arterial, spasticity and white matter abnormalities, 359
Phenyl
and floxetine, toxic reaction following combined administration: correspondence, 412
plasma, elevation by vloxetine in epilepsy, 126
proprietary and generic formulations, bioavailability and dissolution, 688
Phrenic nerve stimulation, transcutanous: correspondence, 632
Physical therapy, enhanced, improves recovery of arm function after stroke, 530
Plituitary carcinoma, prolactin secreting: short report, 1205
Plituitary tumours, delayed radiation necrosis of CNS, 949
Plasma exchange treatment for Guillain-Barré syndrome, 1214 abs
Plus-minus lid syndrome: short report, 846
Pneumocephalus, postoperative fourth ventricle tension: correspondence, 235
Podophyllin intoxication, and reversible myeloneuropathy: correspondence, 128
POEMS syndrome, improvement after tamoxifen: correspondence, 71
Poly, and motor neuron disease, Scotland, 1116
Polyglucosan, diseases, 454
Polyradiculoneuropathy, short report, 60
Polyuria, urination, and diabetes mellitus: correspondence, 233
Pontine hypometabolism, with postural hypotension: correspondence, 632
Pontine ischaemic necrosis, of the distal posterior inferior cerebellar artery, causing paraplegia: lesson of the month, 836
Pontomedullary cavum haemangiomas, microsurgical excision, 79 abs
Positron emission tomography demonstrates cerebellar hypometabolism in inherited prion disease, 422 abs
Postconcussion syndrome, expectation as aetiology, 200
Posterior cerebral artery aneurysms, a different approach, 77 abs
Posterior spinal artery syndrome, unilateral upper cervical, following sneezing: short report, 841
Postictal state in blood flow distribution and temporal lobe seizures, 891
Postoperative fourth ventricle tension pneumocephalus: correspondence, 511
Practice, effect on performance of skilled motor task in Parkinson’s disease, 454
Prednisolone, for recovery of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis from suppression, multiple sclerosis, 1219 abs
Preganglionic sympathetic tract, interruption, and oedema: correspondence, 232
Primary intracerebral haemorrhage, anticoagulant treatment as risk factor, 1121
Prion diseases, diagnostic and pre-symptomatic testing, 242, abs
Prolactin secreting pituitary carcinoma: short report, 1205
Progressive corticobasal degeneration, and lacunar thalamic stroke: short report, 854
Prolonged spinal myeloscopy in multiple sclerosis: short report, 1086
Protein C, protein S and anti-thrombin III deficiency, neurological manifestations, 418 abs
Pseudo-meningioma, meningeval sarcoidosis, and pachymeningitis of the convexity, 300
Pseudoaxonal Guillain-Barré syndrome, severe demyelination mimicking axonopathy, case with pupillary involvement: short report, 1079
Psychiatry, and relevance of recent advances in functional imaging: editorial, 427
Psychogeriatrician’s view, management of chronic disability in the community, 41 suppl.
Psychosis and behaviour changes after temporal lobectomy: editorial, 89
Frontal lobe cerebral aneurysm rupture presenting as: lesson of the month, 512
Pure sensory strokes, transient, with aneurysm of rostral basilar artery: correspondence, 72
Putaminal necrosis, after methanol intoxication: correspondence, 234
R
Radiation-induced motor neuron syndrome, late onset: correspondence, 741
Radiation therapy, in spinal cord compression due to extramedullary haematoipoiesis in thalassaemia: short report, 310
Radical, and peripheral nerve injury, isolated muscle hypertrophy as sign: matters arising, 1220
Radiotherapy, for pituitary tumours, and delayed radiation necrosis of CNS, 495
Reading aloud in jargonaphasia, unusual dissociation in speech output, 205
Regional neurosurgical unit, readmissions, quality assurance measure, 80, abs
Rehabilitation medicine, or neurology? 47 suppl.
Riederer, P., and motor neuron disease, Scotland, 1116
Rembrandt (1606-69), The Anatomy Lesson of Dr Tulp: neurological stamp, 1001
Rembrandt (1609-69), The Anatomy Lesson of Dr Joan Deyman: neurological stamp, 908
Research, neurological, ways and means, 26 suppl.
Respiratory abnormalities due to atlantoaxial dislocation, 1217 abs
Respiratory dysfunction syndrome, after cervical cordotomy, location of respiratory fibres, 1142
Respiratory failure, and amyloid myopathy: short report, 162
Respiratory involvement and its management in primary disorders of muscle, 1213 abs
Rhabdomyosarcoma causing epilepsy, 416 abs
Riluzole, efficacy of cyclophosphamide: correspondence, 166
Schilder’s myelinolastic diffuse sclerosis, and Devic’s neuromyelitis optica: short report, 1194
Schizophrenia, and the brain: matters arising, 522, 981
Scotland, motor neuron disease and polio, 1116
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